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Winner Of Everything In The Universe
He was the winner of everything in the universe. With a glorious head of hair coiﬀed into
a state of perfection, and a magniﬁcent tan that in no way looked fake or cancerous, he
gazed out over the battalions of uniformed soldiers standing at attention in the vast plaza
below. God, the power that he had. He had been a business magnate, he had been a television personality, and now he was president of the most powerful nation in the world. He
had beaten business, he had beaten entertainment, and now he had proven that he could
beat politics. He loved to win. He loved to win. All that he cared about in life, the only
thing that he truly loved, was winning. He was the winner of basically everything in the
universe. Why exactly was he thinking about art? He had long aspired to become a dictator. He had seized control of the military shortly after being sworn in as president. He had
censored media outlets. He had jailed outspoken opponents. He knew how to play this
game. All of his idols were dictators. But again, thinking about dictators reminded him of
art. The Führer of course was famous for having failed as a painter, but while at exclusive
clubs as a business magnate, and later at cocktail parties as a television personality, the
president had heard rumors of other dictators: that Mussolini as a child had dreamed of
becoming a ballerino; that Pinochet had yearned for renown as a composer, scribbling
down sheet music with a visible desperation; that Trujillo had fantasized about a career in
acting, ﬂipping through littered playbills with an obvious longing; that Stalin had pro-
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duced pitiful sculptures; that Mengistu had made feeble ceramics; that Kim as a teenager
had pranced shirtless through windswept meadows in Korea, overcome by emotion, reciting original poetry that compared struggles to mountains and love to ﬂowers. Had all of
the great despots in history been failed artists? Even at the height of power, shortly after
invading Poland, in a moment betraying both profound insecurity and self-delusion, the
Führer had insisted to a British ambassador, “I am an artist and not a politician.” As if the
power to control an empire was somehow shamefully insigniﬁcant compared to the ability
to paint a tour de force. God, his hair was glorious. God, his tan was magniﬁcent. God,
what a luxurious suit he wore. He was the winner of just about everything in the universe.
What was the source of his rage? He was an incredibly successful entrepreneur. He was a
fantastically popular celebrity. He had manipulated and machinated his way to becoming
president of the most powerful nation in the world. He wielded unimaginable power. But
he was not an artist. And no amount of braggadocio would give him ability. He might
compel an artist to produce a work of art under his name, by bribery or force, but he
lacked the ability to create a work of art himself. He could not paint anything that a gallery
of repute would willfully exhibit. Only under threat of torture would a critic with integrity
declare his writing to have merit. He could not sing. He could not cook. He could not sew.
He could win business, he could win entertainment, he could win politics, but he would
never win art. He loved to win. He loved to win. All that he cared about in life, the only
thing that he truly loved, was winning. And here, here was his darkest secret, here was his
private shame, as he stood with his arms raised in the spotlight on the stage and in a
booming voice called for the destruction of cities across the globe: that in the depths of his
sad, frail, withered heart, he suspected that art was the only game worth playing.
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